A list of BBC episodes and clips related to “England Test cricketers”. James Naughtie remembers the South African cricketer who aided the fight against apartheid. Release date: 19 Jul 2012. Duration: 12:00. Dickie Bird on the life of Sir Leonard Hutton â€“ Great Lives, Series 38. Dickie Bird champions his hero Sir Leonard Hutton. Release date England's Test Cricketer, 1877-1996 by Jason Woolgar, August 2001, Not Avail edition, Hardcover in English. Hooray! You've discovered a title that's missing from our library. Can you help donate a copy? If you own this book, you can mail it to our address below. You can also purchase this book from a vendor and ship it to our address: Internet Archive Open Library Book Donations 300 Funston Avenue San Francisco, CA 94118. Better World Books. As England play their 1,000th Test Match, Simon Wilde, along with Simon & Schuster the publishers, have produced an immense work, creating a first definitive history of the England cricket team, charting the early days from a nomadic existence to being administered by the MCC to historic tensions between amateurs and professionals, and the teamâ€™s modern battles for independence from the counties and control of players tempted to put cash-rich Twenty20 leagues before country. If you love cricket, whether you are an English fan or not, it is a fabulous book and a must read. ©Cricket World 2018. This is a list of English Test cricketers. A Test match is an international cricket match between two of the leading cricketing nations. The list is arranged in the order in which each player won his Test cap. Where more than one player won his first Test cap in the same Test match, those players are listed alphabetically by surname. In the text, the numbers that follow the players' names correspond to their place in the chronological list of English Test cricketers. Current players have their